Introduction
Cross-flow fans are widely used for air conditioners, air curtains, car ventilators, household heaters, etc., due to their large capacity of mass flow and size compactness. Since fan geometry and flow structures are complex, the aerodynamic modeling, ͓1-5͔, of the cross-flow fan has been pursued with some limits. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the cross-flow fan with the measured internal velocity field, ͓6͔.
Recently, the aeroacoustic noise reduction of the cross-flow fan has become an important issue besides its energy savings and size compactness, since they are mainly used in closed spaces. The aerodynamic noise of the cross-flow fan can be divided into a discrete tonal noise induced by the periodic interactions between the rotating blades and the fan casing and a broadband noise due to the turbulent fluctuations. The BPF ͑blade passing frequency͒ tonal noise in particular is known as the most annoying component to the human ear. Research effort has been pursued in various aspects for reducing the BPF tonal noise: ͑i͒ modifying the stabilizer shape and location by Fukano et al. ͓7͔, Chen and Lee ͓8͔, Lee et al. ͓9͔ , and Koo ͓10͔, ͑ii͒ employing the impeller with irregular blade pitches by Lee et al. ͓9͔ and Hayashi et al. ͓11͔ , and ͑iii͒ dividing the impeller into a number of blocks and introducing a phase shift of blade pitch in the spanwise direction by Kobayashi and Konno ͓12͔ and Hayashi et al. ͓13͔ . The aeroacoustic noise modeling has also been attempted by Hayashi et al. ͓11͔, Kobayashi and Konno ͓12͔, and Hayashi et al. ͓13͔ . They proposed a simple sinusoidal model for the acoustic pressure generated by the periodic interactions between the rotating blades and the stabilizer, but this model was only useful in qualitative prediction of the random pitch fan characteristics.
In the present study, a computational method is proposed for the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic modeling of the cross-flow fan. The unsteady flow solutions of the cross-flow fan are directly calculated by time-accurately solving the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in moving coordinates. The unstructured triangular meshes are used to model the rotating impeller blades and a sliding mesh technique, ͓14͔, is employed to allow the unsteady interactions through the interface between the rotating meshes and the stationary ones. The sound pressure at any specified position is then predicted by the Ffowcs WilliamsHawkings equation, ͓15͔, based on unsteady pressure data acquired at the surfaces of 35 rotating blades and stabilizer. The aerodynamic noise sources of the cross-flow fan are identified and the performance and aeroacoustic noise characteristics of the uniform and random pitch fans are investigated.
Numerical Methodology

Unsteady Viscous Flow Computation.
To consider the unsteady interactions between the rotating impeller blades and the stationary fan casing, the two-dimensional incompressible NavierStokes equations in moving coordinates are time-accurately solved. The governing equations are written in a nondimensional form as where wϭ(w x ,w y )ϭ(Ϫy,x) is a velocity vector of the moving coordinate ͑: angular speed͒ and Re is the Reynolds number.
The velocity and pressure fields are solved in a coupled manner by following a projection method-based algorithm, ͓16,17͔, and the time-accuracy of the method is retained by enforcing the continuity at each time step. The momentum equations, Eqs. ͑2͒-͑3͒, are spatially discretized on the triangular meshes by a cell-center based unstructured finite volume method. The x-direction equation is, for example, expressed as
where i is a center-cell index, j is a neighboring cell index, is a mapping relation between i and j, and ⍀ i is a cell area. A second-order upwind scheme is applied to the nonlinear convective flux terms in Eq. ͑4͒ by following a MUSCL approach, ͓18͔. An upwind cell is first determined by evaluating the relative velocity vector at the cell face and then the upwind-directed transported quantities q l Ϯ ϭ(u,v) are obtained by
where l is a cell face index between two adjacent cells i and j, v l r is a relative velocity vector in the moving frame of reference, n l is an outward normal vector at the cell face, and r l is a distance vector from the upwind cell center to the cell face. The gradient vector ٌq i in Eq. ͑5͒ is evaluated by a discrete surface integral along the cell faces, based on the divergence theorem. The terms related to the viscous fluxes are treated by a centered scheme, and Eq. ͑4͒ is advanced in time by a four-stage Runge-Kutta method. A Poisson equation derived for the pressure field is spatially discretized on the unstructured triangular meshes and solved iteratively by a pointwise Gauss-Seidal method. Due to the collocated arrangement of the variables, a checkerboard pressure field may appear and the velocities at the cell face are redefined by the momentum interpolation technique proposed by Rhie and Chow ͓19͔. At the sliding mesh interface between the rotating zone including impeller and the stationary zone, the function values and their gradients are linearly interpolated by determining the coefficients of a shape function for the triangle composed by three adjacent cells. The accuracy assessment of the sliding mesh interface treatment was verified in Ref. ͓14͔ for a simplified unsteady flow model: a cross paddle oscillating in a circular enclosure and generating vortices that time-periodically cross the sliding mesh interface. Details of the numerical schemes and interpolation procedures are fully described in Refs. ͓14͔, ͓20͔.
Aeroacoustic Noise Prediction.
The present cross-flow fan ͑blade count, Zϭ35) rotates at 1000 rpm with the impeller blade tip velocity of 5.55 m/s ͑or M ϭ0.016). Thereby the BPF noise ( f ϭ1000 rpm/60 secϫ35ϭ583 Hz) of the cross-flow fan has an acoustic wave length (ϭc 0 / f ϭ343 m/s/583 Hz ϭ588 mm) far exceeding the fan characteristic dimensions: fan outer diameter (Dϭ106 mm), exit height ͑ϭ63 mm͒, blade chord ͑ϭ14.2 mm͒, and blade spacing ͑ϭ9.5 mm͒. For this reason, the effects of fan casing and interblade acoustic interference such as reflection, diffraction, and scattering are neglected in the present aeroacoustic modeling. Also, the quadrupole noise associated with flow turbulences, ͓9-11͔, are excluded, because the flow Mach number of the cross-flow fan is quite low.
The sound pressure generated from the rotating blades and stabilizer is predicted by the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation, ͓15͔, assuming that flow is uniform in the spanwise direction. Also, the noise sources are assumed compact, since the compact noise source conditions suggested by Farassat ͓21͔ are satisfied.
For example, the maximum length of the noise source ͑corre-sponding to a grid section along the blades and stabilizer͒, l max (ϭ5.37ϫ10 Ϫ3 m) is much smaller than the minimum distance between the noise source and the observer, r min (ϭ1.23 m), and the time step that takes for a sound wave to cross l max , ⌬ (ϭ1.910ϫ10 Ϫ5 sec) is also much smaller than the period of BPF noise, T(ϭ1.714ϫ10 Ϫ3 sec). Using the compact noise source formula given by Succi ͓22͔, contributions of noise sources n s are summed as
where x is a position vector to the observer and t is an observer time. Among the three terms, the first term represents the monopole noise related to the blade moving volume ͑i.e., blade thickness͒ and the second and third terms are the near and farfield dipole noises related to the forces ͑pressures͒ exerted on the surface. Each term is written as
where 0 is the density of the undisturbed medium, c 0 is the speed of sound, V 0 is the blade volume, r i (ϭ(xϪy i )/r i ) is a unit vector from the noise source i to the observer (r i ϭ͉xϪy i ͉), and f i is the force vector acting onto the fluid. The local source Mach number vector, its first time derivative, and the relative Mach number are also defined as
where y i is a position vector to the noise source i. The terms in the square brackets of Eq. ͑7͒ are evaluated at a retarded time ͑͒, where
and the acoustic pressure pЈ(x,t) at the observer time is calculated by the following procedure; ͑i͒ calculate the thickness and loading noises generated at the retarded time , ͑ii͒ determine the distance r i () between the source and the observer and calculate the observer time t, and ͑iii͒ after the acoustic pressures are known at each instant of retarded time , sort the acoustic pressures according to their arrival times at the observer. A sound pressure level is then determined by
where p rms Ј is a root mean square of the acoustic pressure and
is a standard reference pressure. The SPL spectrum is obtained by a fast-Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ algorithm using MATLAB V.5.1.
Computational Results and Discussion
3.1 Cross-Flow Fan Impellers. In the present study, the performance and aeroacoustic noise characteristics of the uniform and random pitch fans ͑type A and B͒ are investigated. All three impellers consist of 35 blades, and the uniform pitch fan has a constant blade pitch angle of 10.286 deg. Figure 2 shows the cross-section profiles and pitch distributions of these impellers. The type A random pitch impeller has a sinusoidal pitch variation, i.e., ⌬ i ϭ͓360/35ϩ͕35/(3ϫ2)͖ϫcos(3ϫ2/35ϫ(iϪ0.5))͔ ϫ/180 ͑iϭblade number͒, while the type B impeller has an irregular blade pitch profile such that a small blade pitch angle is abruptly added to the largest blade pitch angle position. Similar random pitch profiles have also been tested for the axial and radial fans by Mellin and Sovran ͓23͔ and Boltezar et al. ͓24͔.
Unsteady Viscous Flow Computations.
A generic-type cross-flow fan as shown in Fig. 3 is considered in the computation. It only consists of basic components such as impeller, stabilizer, and rear-guider, excluding heat exchanger and entrance grille. The impeller blade has inner, outer, and setting angles of 79.6 deg, 161.6 deg, and 33.4 deg, respectively, and the chord length is 14.24 mm with a maximum thickness of 1.2 mm. The impeller inner and outer diameters are 81.62 mm and 106 mm ͑D͒ and its span is 340 mm ͑L͒. Since the aspect ratio (L/D) of the impeller is 3.2, the flow three-dimensionality effect is expected to be minimal. This was also confirmed by Chen ͓25͔ that the flow 5 mm away from the side walls is nearly two-dimensional. The present cross-flow fan operates at a rotational speed of 1000 rpm, and the Reynolds number (ReϭV tip c/) based on the impeller blade tip velocity ͑5.55 m/s͒ and the chord length ͑c͒ is 5300. According to the pre-calculated flow field solutions, the Reynolds number based on the local velocity and the blade pitch ranges from 1690 to 2680 within most of the blade passages, except for a flow exit region where it is locally 4000 at the maximum flow rate case. Therefore, the internal flow of the cross-flow fan is assumed two-dimensional, incompressible, and laminar in the present computations.
The computational domain is divided into two zones, a rotating zone including impeller and a stationary zone, and a sliding mesh technique, ͓14͔, is applied at the interface in order to allow the unsteady interactions between two zones. Figure 3 shows the triangular meshes of the cross-flow fan generated by the advancing front method, ͓26͔, and also the mesh details near the blades. As visualized in Yamafuji's experiment, ͓27͔, the fan performance is closely related to the small-scale vortices shed from the blades, because they will eventually form a large-scale eccentric vortex and the fan performance will be determined by it. Therefore, properly resolving the viscous flow effects near the blades is essential in order to accurately predict the location and strength of the eccentric vortex. In the present computation, 60,743 and 28,345 cells are used for the rotating and stationary zones, respectively.
A time-accurate computation starts with the impeller rotating from a quiescent flow condition. The computational boundaries of the inflow and the outflow are set to a distance five times the impeller outer diameter from the fan entrance and the exit. A uniform velocity is imposed at the inflow boundary, while a constant static pressure is prescribed at the outflow boundary. The inlet velocity is gradually increased following an arc-tangent function from zero to a given mass flow rate during two cycles of impeller rotation. This procedure smoothly develops a through flow and an eccentric vortex inside the fan and finally leads to a quasi-steady state with a pressure rise subject to the given mean flow rate. During computations, a constant time step of ⌬tϭ1 ϫ10 Ϫ4 is used, which corresponds to approximately 1/900 of the blade passing period.
A fully developed internal flow field is established after approximately six impeller revolutions. The time-averaged streamlines inside the uniform pitch fan ͑ϭ0.602͒ are presented in Fig.  4͑a͒ , where the size and location of the eccentric vortex developed near the stabilizer are clearly discernible. The instantaneous vor- Fig. 4͑b͒ also visualize the vortical flow structures inside the fan, such as eccentric vortex, blade wakes, vortex sheet emanated from the stabilizer, and separated flows within the blade passages. Among these, unsteady interactions between the rotating blade wake and the stabilizer will cause the pressure to fluctuate and generate aeroacoustic noise of the cross-flow fan. This issue will further be discussed in Section 3.3.
First, the fan performance is compared with experiments in Fig.  5 , where the static pressure coefficient s (ϭ⌬ P s /(0.5 0 V tip 2 )) is plotted against the flow coefficient (ϭQ/(V tip DL)). Here ⌬ P s (ϭ P s,exit Ϫ P s,inlet ) is the pressure difference between the exit and the inlet and Q is the flow rate. The static pressure rise of the cross-flow fan is obtained by time-averaging the unsteady flow solutions for ten impeller revolutions. Accuracy assessment is made by performing the grid-dependent test with three different mesh sizes for the uniform pitch fan ͑summarized in Table 1͒ . It is indicated in Fig. 5 that the fan performance of Grid B and C agrees quite well with experiments, ͓28͔, except for Ͻ0.35, while the performance is substantially underpredicted by Grid A. Since the casing part of Grid B has similar grid resolution of Grid A, this underprediction is largely due to the lack of grid resolution in the impeller part. The fan performance is a global quantity and may have attributions from many other factors, but it seems closely related to the mesh resolution near the blades for resolving the viscous flow effects. The discrepancy at the lower flow rates ͑Ͻ0.35͒ may result from unstable flow developments near the rear-guider. This is an off-design condition similar to the stall in the turbomachinery. In this case, the eccentric vortex noticeably oscillates due to the increased mismatch of blade incidence angles and the flow separations around the blades. This unsteady flow effect may also be caused by the manifestations of flow threedimensionality and turbulence. In Fig. 6 , the fan performances of the uniform and two random pitch ͑type A and B͒ impellers are also compared. The figure indicates that the type A and B fan performances are not significantly affected by the random distributions of their pitch profiles at 0.4ϽϽ0.6 ͑a typical fan operation range͒.
Aeroacoustic Noise Characteristics.
The aeroacoustic noise generated from the cross-flow fan can be divided into a discrete tonal noise at BPF and a broadband noise in the range of 300ϳ3000 Hz. For low-speed fans, the dipole-type discrete noise is commonly known as a major noise source compared to the broadband noise. Transactions of the ASME To identify the discrete noise sources of the cross-flow fan, a sound pressure signature generated from a blade is first investigated for the uniform pitch fan case. The acoustic pressure is calculated by the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation, applied to the unsteady flow solution at the highest flow rate case ͑ ϭ0.602͒. This is the case where the BPF noise and its modulations by the variable pitch fans are most discernible, since the noise level increases as the flow rate increases. Figure 7͑a͒ shows the acoustic pressure variations along the blade rotation angle ͑͒ for an observer positioned at 1 m horizontally away from the fan entrance and 0.8 m vertically below. This observer position is based on KS ͑Korean Standard͒ B 6361, ͓29͔, or JIS ͑Japanese Industrial Standard͒ B 8346, ͓30͔. One can clearly notice that the acoustic pressure gradually varies except for the positions at A (ϭ307 deg), B(ϭ0 deg), and C(ϭ133 deg). The gradually varying components do not contribute much to the peak noise generation, since the total noise generated from all 35 blades is just a summation of the acoustic pressures whose phases are only shifted by a pitch angle of 10.286 deg ͑uniform pitch case͒. Therefore, only components with acoustic pressure variation less than or close to the blade pitch angle will attribute to the BPF noise generation at the observer position. The graphical locations of the identified noise sources are also presented in Fig. 7͑b͒ . The fluctuations at A ͑stabilizer͒ and C ͑rear-guider͒ are due to the interactions between the rotating blade wakes and the stationary fan casing, while the fluctuation at B is caused by the interaction of the rotating blades with the vortex sheet emanated from the stabilizer ͑see Fig. 4͑b͒͒ . The noise source at A may be considered as the dominant one, since it has steepest acoustic pressure variation.
In order to estimate the total noise generated from the crossflow fan, the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation is now applied to the surfaces of 35 impeller blades and stabilizer shown in Fig.  8 . The acoustic pressure is calculated using the unsteady pressure data saved every ten aerodynamic time steps (⌬tϭ1ϫ10 Ϫ3 ) for 111 periods of blade passing. Although the sampling time is ten times larger than the aerodynamic time step, it is sufficiently small enough to accurately predict the acoustic pressure. Figure 9 shows the monopole and dipole components generated from the rotating blades. The dipole noise clearly exhibits the acoustic pressure fluctuations at BPF with the amplitude of 1.2ϫ10 Ϫ3 Pa, while the monopole noise is almost negligible as expected. Figure 10 also shows the near and far-field dipole noises generated from the blades and stabilizer. The BPF noise clearly appears at both the rotating blades and the stabilizer, and some near-field noise effect is also exhibited by the rotating blades.
The BPF tonal noise can be modulated by fans with random pitch variations, since the blade wake intensity varies according to the impeller blade pitch. In the present study, the random pitch fans of type A and B are considered to examine their discrete noise characteristics at ϭ0.602. Figure 11 shows the time histories of acoustic pressure generated from the rotating blades and stabilizer for all three impellers. The type A and B random pitch impellers exhibit not only the high-frequency irregular acoustic The sound pressure level ͑SPL͒ spectra of these three impellers are presented in Fig. 12 . A tonal noise clearly appears at BPF ͑583 Hzϭ1000 rpm/60 secϫ35͒ for the uniform pitch fan, while the "NSÕFW-H…, ---"ModelingÕFW-H, ᭺: 9 dB or above…, "a… uniform "b… random A "c… random B Fig. 10 Near and far-field dipole noises generated from the blades and stabilizer, "a… rotating blades, "b… stabilizer Transactions of the ASME random pitch impellers show the modulated frequency characteristics. The split discrete frequencies are separated by multiples of 50 Hz ͑ϭ1000 rpm/60 secϫ3͒ from the BPF due to the near-field noise effect. The type A impeller shows the nearly symmetric spreading of the BPF noise, while the type B exhibits an uneven spreading characteristic toward the higher frequencies. This seems due to the increased irregularities in the type B pitch variations. Mellin and Sovran's experiment, ͓23͔, also showed a similar result of uneven spreading characteristic by increasing the randomness in the blade pitch distribution of the axial fan. The type A and B random pitch fans also generate a low-frequency component at 50 Hz due to the three-cyclic pitch variations, which is filtered by A weighting. Even though the overall sound pressure levels ͑OASPL͒ of these random pitch fans are slightly increased by 2.7 dB for the type A and 1.1 dB for the type B, the BPF tonal noise, most annoying component to the human ear, is considerably reduced by 5.7 dB for the type A ͑1.6 dB for the type B͒, without much loss of fan performance. The modulated frequencies of random pitch fans predicted by the present method are now validated with those calculated by a theoretical model. The model estimates the static pressure fluctuations at the stabilizer, assuming that ͑i͒ the pressure fluctuations vary as a sinusoidal function, ͑ii͒ the fluctuation period is proportional to the blade pitch, and ͑iii͒ the fluctuation amplitude is also proportional to the blade pitch as well as its change of ratio. The static pressure fluctuations at the stabilizer are written as
where ͑rad/sec͒ is the rotational speed of the impeller and i is the blade number in relation with ͚ nϭ1 iϪ1 b n рtϽ ͚ nϭ1 i b n . Also, a i is a constant for function continuity and s i is the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations generated by the ith blade;
and b is the uniform blade pitch angle ͑ϭ10.286 deg͒. In the present modeling, k is chosen as 3 and c in Eq. ͑11͒ is determined by the direct computation of the uniform pitch case (ϭ0.009 0 V tip 2 Pa). The SPL spectra predicted by the model equation with the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation are plotted in Fig. 12 for the uniform and random pitch impellers. Both results by the direct computation and the modeling are reasonably close in prediction of the BPF noise ͑uniform pitch͒ and its modulated discrete frequencies ͑type A and B random pitch͒. This model has also been tested in Ref. ͓14͔ for predicting the modulated frequencies of the axial and radial random pitch fans ͓23,24͔.
Conclusions
A computational method is proposed for the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic modeling of the cross-flow fan. The performance and aeroacoustic noise characteristics of the uniform and random pitch ͑type A and B͒ fans are predicted by the unsteady Navier-Stokes computations with the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation.
͑1͒ The time-averaged solutions indicate that the fan performance is quite favorably compared with experiments ͑uniform pitch fan͒ and is not substantially affected by the random pitch fans at 0.4ϽϽ0.6 ͑a typical fan operation range͒.
͑2͒
The discrete noise sources of the cross-flow fan are identified at A(ϭ307 deg), B(ϭ0 deg), and C(ϭ133 deg) positions and the noise source at A is found a dominant one among them. A visualization of the instantaneous vortical flow field around the impeller shows that the noise at B in particular is caused by the periodic interactions of the rotating blades with the vortex sheet emanated from the stabilizer.
͑3͒ The SPL spectra of the tested impellers indicate that a tonal noise clearly appears at BPF ͑ϭ583 Hz͒ for the uniform pitch fan, while the BPF noise is split into several discrete frequencies by random pitch fans ͑type A and B͒, each separated by multiples of 50 Hz due to the three-cycle pitch variations. The symmetric spreading of frequencies in the type A changes to an uneven spreading toward the higher frequencies in the type B, due to the increased irregularities in the pitch variations. The computational result also indicates that, without much loss of performance, the BPF tonal noise of the uniform pitch fan can be reduced by 5.7 dB using the type A random pitch impeller.
